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ABSTRACT

This chapter assembles best ideas and practices from successful online instructors and recent literature. Suggestions include strategies for online class design, syllabus development, and online class facilitation, which provide successful tips for both new and experienced online instructors. This chapter also incorporates additional ideas, tips, and tricks gathered since the paper was originally published in the October 2004 issues of the International Journal of Instructional Technology and Distance Learning as “Tips and Tricks for Teaching Online: How to Teach Like a Pro!”

INTRODUCTION

Online education has quickly become a widespread and accepted mode of instruction among higher education institutions throughout the world. Although many faculty who teach traditional courses now embrace some teaching methods popularized by online education such as incorporating online quizzes and discussion boards, some instructors may still feel intimidated when asked to develop a course offered entirely online. Even the best lecturers may find that teaching online leads to feelings of inadequacy and being ill-prepared. While providing training, offering tools for ePedagogy, and sharing success stories are good ways to build faculty confidence, solid instructional course design is still a necessary process for quality online instruction.

The ADDIE model, described by Molenda (2003) as “a colloquial term used to describe a
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systematic approach to instructional development, virtually synonymous with instructional systems development” (p. 34), is a generic instructional design model that provides an organized process for developing instructional materials. This systemic model is a five-step process that can be used for both traditional and online instruction. The five steps, analysis, design, develop, implement, and evaluate, provide an ideal framework to discuss solid instructional design techniques for online education. In addition to this discussion, this manuscript offers tips and tricks for designing and teaching an online course, gathered from conversations and interviews with online instructors, current literature, conference presentations, and the authors’ personal experiences as distance educators.

**ANALYSIS**

The analysis phase, though one of the most essential in the ADDIE model, is often overlooked. Like any significant project, excitement to get started often overtakes methodical planning, and the eagerness to see the finished results can put relevancy and quality at risk. Undertaking something as involved as developing an online course demands careful analysis. For the purpose of this book, we divided the phase into three segments: analysis of the learners, analysis of the course (including its goals and learning objectives), and analysis of the online delivery medium.

**Analysis of the Learners**

In this part of the analysis phase, the course designer or design team should perform an audience analysis to provide focus on the learners, their needs, and their learning preferences. In fact, Olgren (1998) reminds us that “if learning is the goal of education, then knowledge about how people learn should be a central ingredient in course design” (p. 77). The course developer should examine ways in which online learners are similar to learners in traditionally offered courses and how they are different as this also leads to an understanding of audience needs within the course. As far as demographics, Gilbert (2001) describes a typical online student as being over 25, employed, a caregiver, and already with some amount of higher education experience (p. 74). However, the demographics are changing at many institutions as more online courses are being offered and traditional full-time students are electing to take online courses as part of their regular course load. Therefore, both andragogical (adult learning theory) and pedagogical methods of course design as well as some mix of experiential, problem-based, and constructivist approaches to learning should be considered.

Students enrolled in online courses often have different expectations than when enrolled in traditional courses. These expectations, described by Lansdell (2001), include increased levels of feedback, increased attention, and additional resources to help them learn (as cited by VanSickle, 2003). In response to meeting these expectations, alternative methods of instruction and class facilitation have evolved to support...
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